Abstract. In this work, granular segregation in a two-compartment cell (Maxwell's Demon) under zero gravity is studied numerically by DEM simulation for comparison with the experimental observation in satellite SJ-10. The effect of three parameters: the total number of particles , the excitation strength , and the position of the window coupling the two compartments, on the segregation and the waiting time are investigated. In the simulation, non-zero segregation under zero gravity is obtained, and the segregation is found independent of the excitation strength . The waiting time τ, however, depends strongly on .
Introduction
Granular materials' extremely rich dynamical behaviours have attracted attentions of physicists of different fields in recent years [1] [2] [3] . Examples are the heap formation of a granular bed [4] [5] [6] and the size segregation of a granular system with grains of various sizes under vertical vibration known as the Brazil Nut effects [7, 8] . In these phenomena, energy is being injected continuously into the system by the oscillating boundaries and propagated into the bulk by the inelastic collisions of the grains. A steady state of the whole system is reached when the dissipation of the system is balanced by the input of the energy. Since both the energy input and dissipation depends crucially on the configurations of the system, many intriguing steady states, such as granular segregation in a twocompartment cell known as Maxwell's Demon phenomenon [9, 10] and even oscillatory states can be observed. The segregation phenomenon relies on the existence of a non-monotonic flux, which determines the number of particles per unit time flows between the two compartments [11] . The flux function is derived from the equation of gas state and therefore depends on the gravity. If applicable, the phenomenon can be used to transport granular materials in space [12, 13] . In this work, we therefore perform simulation study to find the condition for possible segregation in two-compartment granular gas system in an environment of zero gravity. We find that (1) density gradient exists in the cell along excitation direction that particles gather near the end away from the vibration wall; (2) segregation among the two compartments exists even for very small excitation acceleration as long as number of particles exceeds a critical number and the waiting time is long enough; (3) different from the situation in gravity, segregation is independent of when in zero gravity; (4) the waiting time τ is shorter when the acceleration Γ is higher, but reaches a minimum when is large enough.
Model
The simulation is based on discrete element method, in which each particle is treated as a discrete element [14] . The motion of each particle obeys the Newton's Second Law. The interaction between them is considered if and only if two particles collide. Taking the rotation into consideration, the particles' equations of motion are as follows: , , where , , and are the mass, the moment of inertia, the displacement and the angular velocity of particle , respectively. is the contact force that the particle is applied by the particle . is the radius vector of particle . and are other forces and torques applied to the particle , such as the gravity force. Generally, can be decomposed into two parts:
a normal component and a tangential one, .
The normal and the tangential contact forces between two particles are handled separately. The numerical parameters of the granular cell system are taken same as that in the experiments. In the simulation, the particle radius is 0.5mm. The density of particles is 4500kg/m 3 . The coefficient of restitution for grain-grain collision is taken as 0.8. The coefficient of frication is 0.3. The total number of particles in the connected two-compartment cell is taken as . Let the number in cell one (say upper one) be , the number in the other (lower) cell is then . To start with, we put particles evenly in each compartment, . The initial velocity is arbitrarily set to be 0.1m/s with random direction.
In order to find a flux function for the segregation condition in microgravity, i.e., to know the number of particles flow instantaneously through the window per unit time, we count the number of particle-wall collisions at a virtual window of a single cell [9] shown in Fig. 3 . The size of the single-cell is 80mm×25mm×25mm. Three rectangular shades along the side wall are shown in Fig. 3 to indicate the virtual windows at different positions. We record how many times particles collide with a given virtual window at a time interval for a sufficiently long time. The flux profile can then be found by the counts of collisions per unit time across a given virtual window. In order to characterize the segregation of particles in the two cells, a dimensionless parameter is introduced: . 
Results

Flux function obtained in virtual-window single-cell simulation
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The effect of total number N on the segregation
Initially particles are distributed equally in the two cells. Segregation appears after about 100 seconds, and is fully developed 200 seconds afterwards. With the designed setup parameters, Fig. 5 gives us the simulation results how changes with the total number N from 800 to 1500. When the total number is less than or equal to 1100, the asymmetry fluctuate around 0. Segregation does not occur. Only when exceeds a critical value (here the critical value is about 1100) the segregation occurs. The asymmetry parameter grows from 0 and approaches 0.5 with increasing . Since in microgravity experiments the operational time is normally limited, the waiting time is important to know in advance, which tells us how long to wait for seeing the effect. Shown in Fig. 6 , the rate seems linearly proportional to Γ at low Γ. Only when Γ is high enough the rate reaches a maximum value. For the Γ value available in our microgravity experiment (normally less than 1g), Fig. 6 tells us the time duration shall be of the order of 100 seconds. This result helps us in determining the experimental design. Fig. 6 , it shows that the waiting time does not go to zero, there is a minimum time required for particles to go to the steady segregation state no matter how strong the vibration intensity goes. In our case the value is of the order of 10 seconds. The above numerical results are quite different with the experiments in gravity. With gravity particles act like gas molecules, and distribute in both cells. No segregation of the granular gas is observed at high Γ when particle random collisions dominate. When Γ is below a certain threshold, no segregation is observed either as the gravitational force dominates. With no gravity, the segregation becomes a constant and does not depend on Γ, as seen in Fig. 6 , but the waiting time depends strongly on Γ with or without gravity.
Effect of excitation acceleration on the segregation
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Conclusion
Our simulation shows granular segregation is achievable at zero gravity, although the condition can be different from the case under gravity. With gravity, the segregation depends on Γ and can be divided into three regimes: one at low Γ when the gravitational force is dominant that no segregation appears and is zero; the second regime when Γ is at an intermediate value that segregation appears becomes non-zero; the third regime when Γ is high enough that random particle collisions dominate and becomes zero again. Under zero gravity, segregation does not depend on Γ. It is a constant and is determined by the geometry of the cell. A minimum excitation time is necessary to observe the phenomenon with or without gravity. This time , however, depends strongly on the value Γ. With the affordable acceleration Γ in satellite condition, the excitation time is on the order of a few minutes, which means no segregation can be seen in drop tower or parabolic experiments [1, 15] . Both offer short time, 3 seconds to 22 seconds, microgravity condition.
